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With Sara temporarily on medical leave and Bethany no longer competing with the squad, Nadia is

poised to dominate at the Nationals. Or so she thinks. Introducing Raven. Her parents just divorced

and according to Google Maps, the Bellevue Kips Gymnastic Club is equidistant from their houses.

Split down the middle, just like everything else. Jamie was comfortable being the new kid on the

squad, but struggling to find her place on the team now that she is old news. "Jamie felt the pang of

something like jealousy. Jamie never got jealous. This felt different. This was already affecting her

routine. This affected her dreams. Jamie would have to do some research. She would convince Judi

to let her try her own special move. And she would perfect it before Nationals. Because without a

truly spectacular dismount, there was no way she was bringing home gold." Will the girls pull it

together and place at Nationals or will the drama of competing against your own team-mates leave

these gymnasts Flipping Out?
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I enjoyed reading this in a junk food for the brain kind of way (I'm older than the book's target

audience). This would be great for pre-teen and teenage gymnastics fans, and it's very

up-to-the-minute in terms of references to music and actual gymnastics competitors (i.e.,

referencing Gabrielle Douglas). There were a number of problems with the text that a decent editor

could have caught, but it's not so glaring that you can't understand what the author is saying.

The Gymnastics Series#2 again follows the adventure of The Kips Competitive Team on their way



to Nationals! You may also find some hidden facts about gymnastics throughout the book. Read the

WHOLE series and find out more!

LOVED THIS BOOK AND VERY FUNNY FOR YOUNG GYMNASTI GIVE IT FIVE STARS

BECAUSE IT REMAINS ME KINDA IF MY TEAM. I HAVE READ THE WHOLE SERIES I I LOVED

IT I ALSO RECCOMEND BOOKS BY THESE SAME AUTHORS

This book is amazing.I like when Raven comes into the squad.it is a fantastic book and I would

recommend it for a girl age 9-13

Flipping Out is a great juvenile fiction, performing arts, gymnastics novel. In this third book of the

series, Coach Judi has to get her squad (Kelly, Nadia, and Jamie) ready for the Nationals

competition. One part of doing that is getting a fourth girl to round out the team after two of their girls

moved on to other goals in life. When Coach Judi brings in Raven tensions mount because they

don't know what to expect from the newcomer and Raven was trying to focus more on gymnastics

than her parent's messy divorce. If you have ever watched, "Make It or Break It" on TV you will have

an idea of what the gymnasts are doing in this book as far as their flips, layouts, and other really

cool moves go.April Adams is terrific at describing what the gymnasts look like, how they move, and

you have no problem seeing their routines in your head as if you were watching them live. I really

like how Ms Adams can ease you from one girl's thoughts to another girl's without being choppy.

The whole book reads smooth, and is gripping. It is always inspiring to read a book that starts with a

lot of conflict and ends up with a happy ending. I won't spoil the end of the book but I will say you

won't regret reading Flipping Out. I just love that title too. It describes what gymnastics is and at the

same time it puts the amount of stress the girls are under into perspective. Anyone would "flip out"

under that kind of pressure.I think anyone that loves, or even just likes, gymnastics would adore this

book series. I would think it is more of a girl's book more than boys just because it gets into some

female problems that I am sure guys wouldn't like to read about. All in all, this book is awesome and

I promise you won't want to put it down!

Flippin Out is a juvenile fiction book that follows the life of the Bellevue Gymnasts team and their

coach. The team is evolving and changing and the team members that are left have to pull together

to compete at the Nationals. Sara is on medical leave and Beth is no longer competing. Nadia

concentrates on her routine with passion and determination, believing it is up to her to win at the



Nationals. Coach Judi knows that there is a hole in the team that needs to be filled, so she brings a

new gymnast in. Raven is a good gymnast, but her parents just got a divorce which has caused her

life to be messy. All the girls are jealous of each other and begin to fight amongst themselves. They

will have to overcome their petty jealously in order to become a team and make it to the

Nationals.April Adams is a talented author who describes aerials, handsprings, somersaults, and

cartwheels with such passion and flair. She makes you feel like your body is the one performing this

graceful dance in front of a cheering crowd. The attention to detail, the love of the sport, and the

beauty of the art come through in this inspiring story of passion, teamwork, and friendship. This is a

story for all ages that will make you admire and respect gymnasts everywhere!I was given a copy of

this book in exchange for an honest review.

I read it first and found it easy to follow along even though it was the 3rd book and I never read the

other two.. It was a Christmas present for my 11 year old Grand-daughter. She called today and

said she would like # 1 & # 2 . I am going to order them for her Birthday.

this book was awesome! I hope you read this book. Read this book I think you guys will enjoy it.
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